
The Sustainable 
Catering Company



Sustainable Catering

Experiential Pop-ups

Food ProductionWe've set out to make the next
decade as sustainable &

delicious as possible.



Food Production

We've been producing our own
food in the UK for over four

years. 
 

We've created London's Best
Vegan Roast, our signature

Heritage Burgers, a cafe
wholesale range and much

more. 
 

As of 2022 we are moved into a
new production facility

increasing our manufacturing
capabilities. 



Sustainable Catering
We've supplied the top level
of the UKs event scene with
a more ecological offering
than traditional caterers

since 2017. 
 

We were the first fully vegan
company to cater The

London Marathon. 
 

Our food has been eaten by
crowds from the tracks of
the Formula 1, the fields of
Wilderness Festival and the
Queen's Platinum Jubilee.

 

We're an 100% Plant-Based
company. We understand the needs
of the overall food market and pride
our dishes on taste and our service

on speed & professionalism. 

By producing much of our own food
we have a greater control on the

environmental and ethical impacts
of our ingredients. 

 
Our event team is proudly carbon

negative. We only use
biodegradable or recyclable

disposables. 
 

High Volume Public Events
 

Corporate Events
 

Contract Catering
 

Festival & Event Crew Catering
 

Weddings & Privates
 

Film & Set Catering
 

Bar Hire





Experiential Pop-Ups

Our Projects

Cocktails Plant-Based Pubs Vegan Brunch

"We've been lucky enough to specialise in experimental plant-based pop-ups. This allowed us the freedom to be creative with innovative menus, locations
& collaborations. We started Greenbox to showcase how a vegetarian diet can be exciting and relatable, our journey kept taking us further into the world

of sustainability and has become the keystone of what we aim to provide: Making the next decade as delicious and sustainable as possible."

 "Oxford's Most Exciting Vegan Brunch" -
British Vogue

Green Routes, Oxford, 2021

 "London's Best Vegan Roast" - LLV
The Prince Arthur, 

Shoreditch, 2019/20

The Hoxton Seven, 
Shoreditch, 2018



       greenboxfoodco

       greenroutescafe

       corporates@thegreenboxfoodco.com

www.greenboxfoodco.com

www.greenroutes.co.uk

Greenbox Food Co

Registered in England & Wales

No. 10973230.   //.     VAT No. 317350913

Contact

Get in touch today and reduce the climate impact of your event!

By choosing a sustainable catering partner, you can significantly cut your events carbon cost. 
We can help your event calculate the emissions it saves by working with us.


